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ThinkingCap
Give your brain some exercise with this month’s testing 
puzzles, with a chance of a prize for the correct answer.

by David Sandham

PUZZLE 3 GAMBLER’S RUIN

PUZZLE 2 THREE TUG BOATS AND A TANKERPUZZLE 1 THE FIRST GENIUS ROBOT

PUZZLE 4  TRUE OR FALSE?
Your body contains a molecule 
made of 10 billion atoms.

One reader who sends the correct 
answer to the prize puzzle to 
engtechmag@theiet.org with ‘MAY 
2017 Thinking Cap’ by 5 June 2017 
will win four books from Princeton 
University Press – ‘Across the Board: 
the Mathematics of Chessboard 
Problems’, John J Watkins, ‘Why Cats 
Land on Their Feet, and 76 Other 
Physical Paradoxes and Puzzles’, 
Mark Levi, ‘Magical Mathematics: 
The Mathematical Ideas That 
Animate Great Magic Tricks’, 
Persi Diaconis and Ron Graham, 
‘Wizards, Aliens and Starships: 
Physics and Math in Fantasy and 
Science Fiction’, Charles L Adler. 
The winner will appear in the Aug/
Sept 2017 issue. After the closing 
date, solutions can be found at 
eandt.theiet.org/thinking-cap. 
Terms and conditions: bit.ly/
eandt-competitions. The Jan 2017 
winner was Robert McLintock.

PRIZE
PUZZLE

In the year 2057, AI Inc starts manufacturing the world’s first 
intelligent robots, with central nervous systems spun from qubit 
nanomaterials. However, due to the stochastic nature of the brain 
manufacturing process, their intelligence varies quite a bit. 
They are all IQ tested and stamped with their score before sale. 
Most of the robots are sufficiently intelligent to undertake office 
jobs. Five per cent have IQs greater than 135, and make good 
scientists and engineers. One in ten have IQs less than 90, and are 
sold at a discount for menial work.

Assuming that robot IQ follows a normal (or Gaussian) 
distribution (as many psychologists believe it does for humans), 
how many robots would you estimate coming off the production 
line before a genius robot (defined as having an IQ greater than 
160) appears? 

Three tug boats are pulling a tanker straight ahead into dock. The 
lead tug is directly in front of the tanker. Each of the other two tugs 
is pulling at an angle of 60 degrees to the lead tug. All three tugs 
exert the same force on their lines.  

How much force do the two side tugs contribute in the forward 
direction?

An addicted high-stakes 
gambler starts with a bankroll 
of £1m. He continually bets 
1/20th of his bankroll at even 
odds that a die will come up 4, 
5 or 6. (So he wins the same 
amount as his stake for 4, 5 or 
6, and loses his stake for 1, 2 
or 3). 

Whenever he wins, he 
increases his stake to 1/20th 
of his current bankroll. When 
he loses, he keeps his stake 
the same. 

What is the probability that 
he will eventually lose the 
whole £1m?

Assume the die is fair.

HINT: You will need a cumulative probability function table for the 
normal distribution. 

HINT: Use trigonometry.

HINT: Sum probabilities.
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